INTRODUCTION
NASA is currently performing an architecture study to help the agency make decisions about what services and capabilities will be onboard the next generation satellites.
While the exact requirements are currently unknown, NASA is investing in communications technologies that could be deployed on the satellite to provide new communications services.
One of those new technologies is optical communications.
Several space agencies are currently working on space based optical communications. The primary motivation stems from the expectation that substantially higher (at least 10 times) data rates than Radio Frequency (RF) based solutions might be feasible with similar user spacecraft onboard terminal burden (mass, volume and power). In addition, optical communications can also be used at comparable RF data rates in order to lower the user communication system's required mass, volume, and power.
Finally available RF spectrum is also becoming an issue in high data rate applications. Table 1 ). Nominally, all handovers are predictable and can be scheduled well in advance for the Earth relay network concept.
RELAY ARCHITECTURE
As in the case of a ground terminal on Earth, a deep space terminal on an Earth orbiting relay may also need to transmit a beacon signal and a command link to deep space.
Due to atmospheric turbulence effects, ground-based laser powers of 100's watts will be required from the ground.
Providing sufficient beacon power from terrestrial lasers is problematic because it raises serious safety and avoidance concerns that will require on-going regulatory coordination - Such a deep space terminal must be designed to minimize mass, volume, and power. However, there are no atmospheric channel effects so the required collection area is lower than a system sitting on the Earth for a given data rate. Depending upon the orbit selected, two terminals in Earth orbit should provide high availability throughout the solar system.
In the not so distant future, optical communications will enable new science and exploration missions for both near Earth and deep space applications.
